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Development and use of influenza vaccines*
D. A. J. TYRRELL,1 G. C. SCHILD, 2 W. R. DOWDLE,3

R. CHANOCK ,4 & B. MURPHY 5

The development and use of effective influenza vaccines remains an important
aspect ofattempts to control the disease. Most influenza vaccinationprogrammes use
inactivated vaccines, but attenuated live vaccines are used in several countries. Studies
comparing the relative efficacies of live and inactivated vaccines are needed.

Three types ofinactivated vaccine are in routine use: whole virus vaccine (WVV),
disrupted virus vaccine (DVV), and surface antigen vaccine (SA V). Further studies
should be encouraged to confirm both the overall efficacy ofannual revaccination of
population groups in the interpandemicperiod, and the ability ofinactivated vaccines
to prevent mortality in the aged and other high-risk groups. In the meantime it is
important to exploit recent improvements in the knowledge of the chemical and anti-
genic structure of influenza viruses and modern techniques of molecular biology to
develop vaccines of improved design and efficacy.

Live attenuated vaccines offer potentially important means for the prevention
and control of influenza in all age groups. Laboratory and clinical studies have
involved mainly three types ofattenuated vaccinestrain: (i) wild viruses that have been
attenuated by the transfer ofgenesfrom host-range-mutantparentstrains, which have
themselves had extensive laboratory passage and have been shown to befully attenu-
atedfor man; (ii) temperature sensitive (ts) strains, which possess defined ts lesions
induced by chemical mutagens, and (iii) cold-adapted strains, i.e., viruses that, after
extensive serial passage at low temperatures, grow well at 25° C and not at 370 C.
There is evidence that live vaccine strains based on a cold-adapted parent are fully
attenuated, immunogenic, and in preliminary tests, do not spread even between chil-
dren. Research should continue into the identification ofsuitable, well characterized,
safe, and effective parent viruses which may be used as reliable donors of genes
associated with attenuation. Vaccine strains should possess stable genetic markers to
facilitate identification of the vaccine virusfor epidemiological purposes.

* This report was prepared following aWHO informal meeting in London on 5-7 November 1980, in which the following mem-
bers of theWHO secretariat participated: Dr F. Assaad, Dr P. Bres, Dr F. T. Perkins, Geneva, Switzerland, and Dr B. Velimirovic,
Regional Adviser, WHO Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen, Denmark. A French translation of this article will appear in a
later issue of the Bulletin.
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During the past -decade, influenza has continued to 'affect the morbidity and mortality
*.rates report.ed by most national authorities. The development and use of effective influenza
vaccines, remains.an important aspect of attempts to control the, disease.
.Most influenza vaccination programmes.make use of in,activated products, although live

.attenuated vaccinies are.used'in ,seiveral coiuntries,.isluding-.China and the USSR. The:aim`
of.niost waccina.tin programmes is to protecteJ.ec.ted. pbpulation grpups rathe .than to
.ontr,ol,epidemics, and even ihdeveloped cou tries, only.a small.proportion of-the popul"-

*tion isoroutineIy vaccinated-.'Effbrts'are usually concentrat,ed. on' the 'elderly and4 those*with:
'chrbnic. debilitating disease, wihile .in.some. countries selected-groups of emplQoyces. r
scho.olchildren Are'also vaccinated. In,Japan, however,'the goal is to control-epidenjics
through annuall' jip-miunization of all schoolchildren.

IMMUNITY TO INFLUENZA

Although the precise m.cha,nismsbiy which.inactivated and liv.e influenza vaccines induce
im;munity are not, fully 'understood, there is goo,d evidence. in.man that circulating anti-
bodies' to the s,.urtface antigens of an influenza virus, the haemagglutinin (HA) and the neur-
.aminidase (NA), provide.'protection against c-hallenge.with a homologous virus. The ,HA
.-appears to.be t.hemore important of the'.two in-inducing resistance.

The-mechanisis whereby'anti-HA and anti-NA confer immunity differ. An.tibody.to the.
.HA;neumtralzesir.-s. infOectivity. and,inhibits. primary infectioi, while antibod.y to theNA
restricts the dis,$emination of the-virus in the infected. individual and conseque.nt.y the shed-
-ding.of.viru.,s.-frQ,m.the ,espirdatorytract; ,nd.reduces 'the.severity of the-illness.

;At.present t,her,e is no evidence to suggest.tthatthe major. internal antigens o,f the inflUenza
virus.particle; the.nucleoprotein (NP)'and.the, matrix (M);protein, contribute -to im unity.

''.Thereis 'not always a.cl.ear-cut relationship betw een resista.nce'to infection and the level .of
-serum antibody tpOFHA induced ,by live virus .vaccine,. as.measured by haemagglutjnatiqn
inhibition tests. Vaccinees possessing low titres of serum antibody.have been shown,some-
.-times to exhibit significant resistance to challenge..Thus,' the efficacy of a live virus vaccine>
cannot be determined solely by the level of serum anti-HA induced. The iim'munogical
parameters associated with resistance have not been identified, but it is possible tha.t protec-
tion involves mechanisms of immunity other than those mediated through serum.or local
antibody, or that levels of antibody below those detectable by conventional techniques may
confer resistance.

Immunoprophylaxis of influenza entails special difficulties because of the antigenic vari-
ability of the virus. Vaccines prepared against one influenza A subtype have been shown to
be ineffective against other subtypes. In addition, when the challenge virus is an antigen-
ically "drifted" virus of the same subtype as the vaccine strain, the level of resistance
induced by vaccination is lower than expected.
The influenza A viruses that have been prevalent in man since 1918 have included three

HA subtypes and two NA subtypes (HINl, H2N2, and H3N2). So far, serological and bio-
chemical studies on influenza A viruses from human and non-human sources have identi-
fied 12 HA subtypes and 9 NA subtypes.' There is no rational basis for predicting which of
the subtypes might in the future cause pandemics in man and it is possible that a new influ-
enza A virus that does not correspond to any of the presently identified subtypes might
appear at any. time and cause widespread disease.
The epidermiology'o6f influenzaA virus in man since 1976 has been complex, with the con-

current ..circulation of two subtypes, HINi and H3N2, in contrast with,the period from
a See: A revi$ion of the system of nomernclature for influenza viruses: a WHO rnemorandum. Bulletin of the World Health

Organization, 58: 55-5,91 (19809.
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1932-76, when only a single subtype was prevalent at any one time.
Influenza B virus exists as a single subtype and there are no well documented reports of

this virus in non-human hosts.

INACTIVATED>INFLUENZA VACCINESg''

Several different formns of inaetivated influenza vaccine for parenteral injectiOn are in.
use.,.

1. Whole virus vaccines (WVV) consist 'of influenza virus particles separated from allan-
toic fluid harvests and inac'tivated with formalin' or'(3-propiolactone. They.areconvention-
ally formulated in aqueous suspension.. Good quality WVV preparations contain only low
levels of'conta'minating'(non-viral) proteins. In unprimed persons they may be more anti-
genic than' the disrupted virtus vaccines or surface antigen vaccines described below. Satis-
factory anti-haemagglitinin. antibody responses may be achieved in antigenically primed
recipients given one dose .of W.VV. antigen containing approximately 15 ,ug of HA.
Unprimed individuals may require tod'oses' of vaccine, separated by an interval of 3-4
weeks, to induce satisfactory antibody levels.'WVV preparations-may be reactogenic, even
in low do'ses, particularly i.n young children with no previous immunol'ogical experience of
the subtype. .... ..

2. In disrupted virus vacciines (DVV) the virus particles are treated chemical1y' (e.g., with
d;etergents or' organic solve'nts) to'disrupt them; P'reparations'ofDVVmayVbe of lower anti--
genicity than WVV in unprimed subjects.. There- is evidence that DVY preparations are, in
'general, less reactogenic than WVV. of simnilar antigenic content. .Several.DVV preparations
in routine 'use 'contain mixtures of apparently intact particles and virus subunits.

-3. Sutface antigen vaccines (SA) contain- 'essentially 'thee A and 'the NA antigens
separated .from., other virus 'components in d'ete gen -disrUpte virus preparations They
are, therefore, rfelatively pure in terms f theit lowc6ntentofi oii-iimuogenic p.roteins
and,. like DVV, are well tolerated in children. The' antigens. are used either in aqueous
suspension or 'adsorbed; with aluminiumn hydroxide as carrljer, altho'ugh .there is little
evidence from clinical studies that adsorption. significantly enhance's the antigenicity of the
preparations. The HA and NA'subunits are typically arranged as oligomer'sin the final.
.product'.

Technical developments.

There have been several significant developments in the technology for. the production.
and standardization of inactivated influenza vaccines during the past 15'yeats. These..are-
described in detail below.

Vaccine strains
tbThe use of " high-yield" influenzaA reassortant viruses rapidly produces seed strains of

satisfactory growth characteristics for vaccine production. Two high-yield parental strains
have been most commonly emnployed to induce reassortment:

(a) A/PR8/34 (HINI)
(b) X-3 1, itself a high-yield reassortant between A/PR8 and A/Aichi/68 (H3N2), having

all genes except those coding for HA and NA derived from A/PR8/34 virus..
b The terms recombinant and recombination have comnmonly been used to describe genetically mixed influenza viruses and the

process by which they arise, when genetic exchange occurs between different strains. This is an inexact use of these terms, and the use
of reassortant and reassortment is more appropriate.
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An alternative way of preparing high-yield strains is by adaptation of a wild-type virus,
but this is generally time-consuming and the outcome is uncertain. However, occasionally
the wild strain may grow well on initial isolation or, on serial passage, may rapidly produce
a natural high-yield strain, making production of a genetic reassortant unnecessary. It has
proved difficult to improve the growth characteristics of some wild strains by the transfer of
genes from PR8/34 virus, but nevertheless, most manufacturers of inactivated vaccines
routinely use reassortants based mainly on PR8/34 parental virus, as seed viruses.
No universally satisfactory system is available for the preparation of high-yield influenza

B strains. Further research in this field is needed since influenza B strains often grow poorly,
so that efficient production of a good quality product may be difficult to achieve.

Preparation procedures

Continuous flow rate-zonal centrifugation in sucrose gradients is commonly used for the
separation of influenza virus particles from infected allantoic fluids. This technique yields
virus preparations with a high degree of purity and is used by many manufacturers to
produce WVV and as a primary stage in the preparation of DVV or SAV. Other potentially
valuable techniques, such as affinity chromatography on columns, are available for the
purification of influenza virus on a large scale, but have not been exploited widely in routine
vaccine production.
The identification of satisfactory detergents for "splitting" virus particles while retain-

ing the antigenic activity of the HA and NA components has been important in vaccine
development. Tween-ether mixtures, sodium desoxycholate, and several non-ionic deter-
gents have been found useful for the preparation of DVV. Triton X100 and cetylmethyl
ammonium bromide have been used to release the surface antigens in the manufacture of
SAV preparations.

Effective chemical and physical methods for the isolation of pure HA and NA subunits in
the preparation of SAV products are now available.

Standardization of potency

Accurate immunoassay procedures based on single-radial-diffusion are available for the
in vitro assay of the HA antigenic content of inactivated influenza vaccines. These tech-
niques enable the potency of vaccines to be expressed in .g of HA antigen activity per dose.
They can be used with all products (WVV, DVV, and SAV) and are recommended by the
World Health Organization for vaccine standardization. They have the marked advantage
of being applicable to the final bivalent or trivalent product.

LIVE INFLUENZA VACCINES

Conventionally, live attenuated vaccines are administered to the upper respiratory tract,
usually by the intranasal route, although the oral route has been used for certain vaccines in
the USSR. The viruses replicate in the respiratory tract, provoking an immune response.
They may be shed into the environment and transmitted to susceptible contacts of the
vaccinee. During virus replication mutations may occur and consequently, if an attenuated
virus spreads in the community, it may become increasingly virulent. The possible epi-
demiological consequences of reversion to virulence can be guarded against by administer-
ing only viruses of antigenic subtypes that are current in the human population. Other
subtypes should only be given under conditions of strict isolation and on a limited scale, for
research and vaccine development purposes.

Live vaccines should only be administered to persons in the general population if they
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have been shown to be genetically stable and poorly transmissible under conditions of
normal human contact. A live attenuated vaccine prepared with a virus of a newly emerged
antigenic subtype that was already spreading rapidly could justifiably be used in clinical
studies in an open population since the subtype would be expected to gain wide global distri-
bution. It is considered that the epidemic potential and virulence of reassortant strains aris-
ing through genetic interaction in nature between wild human influenza virus strains and
live vaccine strains, is not likely to be greater than those of the wild epidemic viruses them-
selves. Thus, the possibility of such genetic interactions should notperse be a hindrance to
the development of live vaccines.
During the last decade much progress has been achieved in the development of live

attenuated influenza vaccines and it is now well established that suitable vaccine strains
could be used to protect against influenza in interpandemic periods. However, the use of
live vaccines in the face of a pandemic needs careful consideration. If experience and skill in
the relevant laboratory techniques are available when a new pandemic virus emerges, a gen-
etic reassortant with predetermined genetic composition could be produced rapidly, using a
well established master parental strain as a donor of genes associated with attenuation and
the new wild virus as a donor of genes coding for the appropriate HA and NA antigens.
Selected candidate vaccines should be subjected to preliminary, small-scale studies in
volunteers in a closed community within a few months of the first isolation of the virus.
These should be followed by rigorous laboratory control and safety tests. However, 6-12
months would probably be needed to prepare substantial amounts of the vaccine. This
might mean that a live vaccine would not be available for use against the first wave of a
pandemic, although it would be available for subsequent epidemics.
The World Health Organization recommends that live, attenuated influenza vaccines be

made in eggs known to be free from specific pathogens, including fowl leukosis viruses.
Large-scale production of vaccine would require large quantities of such eggs. At present a
human intranasal dose of approximately 107 EID.,C of virus is used for live vaccines. Using
such doses, current supplies of suitable eggs would be insufficient for an extensive vaccin-
ation programme. In pandemic periods, however, lower dosages might be acceptable since
these might give a sufficiently high "take" rate in populations possessing no immunity to
the vaccine virus.

Potential vaccine strains

Advances in molecular virology have led to improved knowledge of the genetic compo-
sition of influenza viruses. The virus particle is known to contain eight distinct, single, nega-
tive-stranded RNA genes, each of which codes for an identified structural or non-structural
protein of the virus. This knowledge has led to a rational approach to live vaccine develop-
ment and to a better interpretation of the results of earlier investigations. It is now known
that potentially, all eight genes contribute to the virulence of a virus.

Laboratory and clinical studies have mainly involved three types of attenuated vaccine
strain, described below.

Host range mutants

Certain viruses that have had extensive laboratory passage have been shown to be fully
attenuated for man, e.g., A/PR8/34 (H1N1) and A/Okuda/57 (H2N2). Transfer of genes
from these host range mutants to virulent wild-type strains has been shown to confer
attenuation.

Several reassortants obtained by genetic exchange between A/PR8/34 (HlNI) and wild

c 50% egg infectious dose.
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viruses have been shown in clinical studies to be attenuated when they contained a majority
of genes derived from the PR8 parent. Furthermore, attenuation was particularly success-
ful when the genes coding for the polymerase proteins, P1, P2, and P3, (genes 1, 2, and 3)
were of mixed origin, e.g., one was derived from the wild-type and two from the PR8
parent. It might be possible to make further practical advances by transferring all genes,
other than those coding for surface antigens, from such well studied, attenuated reassortant
viruses to new wild-type viruses. It should be mentioned, however, that several reassor-
tants, which received all six such genes from a PRS/34 virus, retained sufficient virulence to
preclude their use as vaccine strains However, -more precise information is needed on the
genetic control of virulence in such host range mutants before vaccine strains with suitable
properties can be reliably developed using this approach.

Temperature-sensitive (ts) strains

The ts genes derived from chemically mutated and attenuated parent viruses have been
introduced into a number of wild viruses by genetic reassortment. Such genes have reliably
conferred to the reassortant virus both a reduced cut-off temperature and attenuation for
man. A candidate master parental virus, Is IE, however, was found not to be completely
attenuated for children. Recombinants derived from a further parent virus, ts 1A2, though
satisfactorily attenuated, were found to revert to wild type temperature sensitivity in some
children with no previous experience of influenza, in whom the virus was shed for up to ten
days.

Cold-adapted strains

It has been found that cold-adapted viruses, i.e., viruses which after extensive serial pass-
age at low temperature grow well at 25°C but not at 37°C, possess genes able to confer
attenuation and ts character on their transfer to wild-type viruses. There is evidence that live
vaccine strains based on a cold-adapted parent are usually fully attenuated, immunogenic,
and on preliminary tests, do not spread, even between children. The latter is clearly a very
important property. Thus, it seems that for cold-adapted viruses a group of genes has been
identified in a master virus strain that will usually confer the desired degree of attenuation
to wild-type viruses. Nevertheless, there might be biological differences among the reassor-
tants derived from different wild-type viruses because the genes coding for HA and NA
from different wild-type strains differ among themselves, and thus may interact differently
with the genes transferred from the cold-adapted parent. However, it is thought that
attenuation produced by a group of five or six genes, rather than one or two genes, would
reduce the chance of producing vaccine strains that may revert to virulence. It is important
that further reassortants containing cold-adapted genes are made and tested in man for
reactogenicity, immunogenicity, transmissibility, and genetic stability, and that vaccine
strains found suitable in these tests are then examined in open trials in substantial numbers
of adults and children.

Laboratory assessment and control

Various tests are now available for the laboratory evaluation of live influenza vaccine
viruses. These may be applied to determine whether the biological and genetic properties of
the virus in the final vaccine correspond to those of the established seed virus and whether
the virus contains appropriate genes derived from the attenuated parental virus. It will be
important to establish whether viruses isolated from cases of clinical influenza associated
with vaccine administration are genetically related to vaccine strains and to characterize
strains isolated from contacts of vaccinees, to determine if transmission of vaccine virus has
occurred.
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Biological markers, such as growth characteristics in tissue culture or in experimental
animals, and ts markers may be useful in the control of vaccines but should not be relied on
as evidence of the genotype of suspect viruses since they may vary with virulence for man.

Appropriate biochemical tests include characterization of the peptides and RNA of the
vaccine virus by migration rate analysis in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). This
may need to be supplemented by RNA-RNA hybridization studies either of the whole RNA
or of individual gene segments. Mapping of oligonucleotides obtained by digestion of viral
RNA with specific nucleases is useful for recognizing relationships and differences between
viruses. Where appropriate, DNA complementary to RNA gene segments can be produced
by reverse transcription of virus RNA and cloned, in order to sequence the RNA indirectly.

Panels of monoclonal antibodies, directed against, for example, the influenza H, M, and
NP antigens, are potentially useful as a rapid and simple method of determining indirectly
the genetic characteristics of viruses recovered from vaccinated subjects.

THE ROLE OF WHO IN VACCINE DEVELOPMENT

The World Health Organization supports and coordinates an extensive international net-
work whose tasks include the early detection of new influenza virus strains and the notifi-
cation of influenza epidemics. Isolates are eventually identified by the two WHO
Collaborating Centres in Atlanta and London, and this information provides a basis for the
formulation and use of vaccines.
Recommendations on the strain composition of inactivated influenza vaccines are made

by WHO when necessary, and at least annually. These are based on strain surveillance,
studies of the serological status of the population, and the ability of vaccines of current
formulation to stimulate antibody and protect against current antigenic variants of
influenza A and B virus.
On the appearance of new variants likely to be of epidemiological significance, national

authorities are warned of the potential for new epidemics so that they can make suitable
arrangements for the supplies of vaccine and antibiotics and for additional hospital beds.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Inactivated vaccines

- Appropriate antigenic potency (haemagglutinin antigen content) and dosage
schedules should be established for vaccines containing newly emerged virus subtypes or
variants. However, as a general guide, a single dose of vaccine containing approximately
15 jg of HA can be expected to be reliably antigenic in individuals with previous
immunological experience of a homologous virus. Two spaced doses of vaccine may be
required for those without previous immunological experience.
- Although the vaccines at present available induce significant levels of antibody

against antigenically homologous strains and somewhat lower levels against antigenic
variants, it is recognized that they do not provide protection in all vaccinees. In the long
term it will be important to exploit the recent improvements in knowledge of the chemical
and antigenic structure of influenza viruses and modern techniques of molecular biology to
develop better vaccines.
- Improved methods of presenting antigens (e.g., with acceptable adjuvants or lipo-

somes) might increase the antigenicity of current products and thus enable vaccines with
lower antigen content to be used. This may be of economic and strategic importance when a
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new pandemic variant arises and a large number of vaccine doses are required rapidly.
- Further studies on the protective efficacy of inactivated vaccines should be

encouraged to confirm:

(a) the overall efficacy of annual revaccination of population groups in the inter-
pandemic period, and

(b) their ability to prevent mortality in aged and high-risk groups.
Techniques are now available for the preparation of high quality inactivated vaccines

with low reactogenicity, and countries producing inactivated vaccines should be encour-
aged to use those techniques. Products should be tested for safety and quality as recom-
mended by WHOd and national control authorities.
- The potency of vaccines should be expressed in l.g of HA/dose using immunoassay

procedures with reference antigens calibrated against reference preparations provided by
WHO.
- For some viruses, especially influenza B strains, conventional haemagglutination-

inhibition tests may not provide a reliable measure of antibody response in vaccinees. Alter-
native, sensitive methods for antibody assay should be investigated.
- Manufacturers should record the genotype of seed viruses used for the production of

inactivated vaccines.

Live attenuated vaccines

- Live attenuated vaccines of influenza A and B viruses offer potentially important
means of preventing and controlling influenza in all age groups but further long-term scien-
tific research and development work is required. In particular, a full biological, genetic, and
biochemical characterization is needed for vaccine strains used in clinical studies.
- The need for further information on the genetic basis of influenza virus virulence is

emphasized. Research should continue into the identification of suitable, well character-
ized, safe, and effective parent viruses which may be used as reliable donors of genes
associated with attenuation.
- Lack of, or low, transmissibility in man, good immunizing efficacy, low reactogeni-

city, and genetic stability are currently regarded as desirable characteristics of suitable
vaccine strains.
- Vaccine strains should possess stable genetic markers for the presumptive identifi-

cation of the vaccine virus for epidemiological purposes.
- Live vaccine strains whose clinical characteristics are unknown should be adminis-

tered only to small groups of human subjects under isolation conditions and with careful
surveillance. Only after such studies have shown the virus to be satisfactory, should larger
studies in open communities be undertaken.
- Studies in human volunteers of candidate live virus vaccines, prepared with virus sub-

types other than those currently prevalent in man, are discouraged. However, if they are
necessary, they should be undertaken only under strict isolation conditions.
- It is considered that the epidemic potential and virulence of strains arising through

genetic reassortment in nature between wild strains and live vaccine strains are not likely to
be greater than those of the wild strains themselves.
- The large-scale production of a safe and effective live vaccine may not be achieved

early enough for the vaccine to be used prior to the initial spread of a new pandemic virus,
but its use in subsequent epidemics is potentially important.
- The quality control of live attenuated vaccines for use in man should meet the require-
d WHO Technical Report Series, No. 638, 1979.
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ments of WHOe and of the appropriate national control authority.
- Manufacturers should record the genotypes of live vaccine viruses used in man, and

this information should be made available when requested by WHO.
- The immunological mechanisms which underlie the protective effects of live vaccines

should be investigated. Reliable laboratory parameters of the immune response to live virus
vaccines that correlate closely with protection in man should be sought.
- Studies comparing the relative efficacies of live and inactivated vaccines are needed.

In particular, these studies should investigate the overall protection afforded in the inter-
pandemic period by annual vaccination of populations with live attenuated or inactivated
vaccines prepared with current antigenic variants.
- WHO should foster scientific collaboration between laboratories working on the

development and testing of live attenuated and inactivated virus vaccines.

e WHO Technical Report Series, No. 638, 1979.


